Home Learning, Westwood Academy.

Week commencing: 18th January 2021

Zoom meeting:
Meeting ID: 961 9125 0300
Password: Year1
.
Literacy

Numeracy

Other

We are back to the Addition and Subtraction unit.
TTRockstars or Numbots for 10mins

Exploring China – (current in school topic)
Geography – WALT find out about the Terracotta
Army.

Monday
Joe Wicks
9am.

Read a book for 15 minutes.
Phonics: Flash card revision to start. This week
we will be focusing on recognising the split
digraphs in words.
Worksheet attached
Writing: This week we are going to begin a Talk
for Writing activity book which we will be
working through over the coming weeks.
Todays activity is to read the story ‘Picnic
Time!’ and complete the talk activity.
Separate booklet. This does not need to be
printed.
*Answer question 1. What did you like best
about the story?
**Answer 2 questions:
What did you like best about the story?
Do you think Curtis, Bertha and Gertie should
have given away their picnic?
***Answer all three questions:
What did you like best about the story?
Do you think Curtis, Bertha and Gertie should
have given away their picnic?
Which two words would you use to describe
Brian at the end of the story?

Tuesday

Read a story book for 15 minutes.
Phonics – Flash card revision to start. This
week we will be focusing on recognising the
split digraphs in words.
Worksheet attached

Assessment!
Todays activities are a mini assessment to see your
child’s learning at the end of the multiplication and
division maths topic.
Learning from home is challenging for everyone. Today’s
tasks are to be completed and sent to me (if possible) to
allow me to have a rough assessment guide whilst we’re
off.
Please feel free to talk your child through today’s
activity and help them if you feel they need it (the last
thing we would want it to upset them, it’s not worth it).
However, if they can attempt to complete this
independently that would be fantastic.
This is slightly different to our normal star challenges.
During this activity instead of choosing a challenge to
start on, it would be great if you could start on * and
complete as much as possible.
When you email it across, would you please roughly
specify how much adult intervention was needed –
thank you!
TTRockstars or Numbots for 10mins
WALT add by counting on.
The maths learning this week has videos that help
children understand the skill. The videos will suggest
moments to pause, to think and have a go.

What is the Terracotta Army?
PowerPoint provided with the history behind this
landmark.
Including:
• What is it?
• What is it like?
• Why was it made?
• How and who by?
• Facts about it now.
Activity: Create a poster about this Landmark.

Extra activity:
Handwriting – WALT practise our handwriting.
Choose three different letters and practise the
formations. Use last week’s PowerPoint to guide you
if needed.

PE – Mousetrap!
Instructions on how to play in resource pack.
Or, you can complete some Yoga.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QM8NjfCfOg0

Based on Sonic the Hedgehog.
Comprehension:
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Wednesday
Joe Wicks
9am.

Writing: Todays activity is to read the story
‘Picnic Time!’ and complete the reading
response activity ‘who said what’.
*Match two.
**Match three.
*** Match all five.
Separate booklet. – Does not need to be
printed. It can be a discussion-based activity.

Todays video can be found here:
https://vimeo.com/490879463

Read a story book for 15 minutes.
Phonics: Flash card revision to start. This week
we will be focusing on recognising the split
digraphs in words.
Worksheet attached
Writing: Todays activity is to read the story
‘Picnic Time!’ and complete the ‘quiz time!’
activity.
*Answer 2 questions.
**Answer 4 questions.
***Answer 6 questions.
EXT – Write your own question.
Separate booklet. – Does not need to be
printed. Can be answered on a normal piece of
paper.

TTRockstars or Numbots for 10mins

Music – WALT understand pulse.

WALT add ones using number bonds.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UD_RUVLPvTY –
Warm up song.
Todays video can be found here:
https://vimeo.com/490880277

Complete the 15 minute teaching video

The PowerPoint’s break down some of the questions
found on the worksheets.

Continuing with the comprehension hounds. Can
you help Rex the retriever, retrieve information this
week?
Find the worksheet attached in resource pack.

Activities in the resource pack.
There is also the option of the PowerPoint instead of
the video if you would prefer (you don’t need both).

Today it is all about using number bonds to help
addition. In Reception the children completed number
bonds to 5.
These are: 2+3 = 5, 4+1=5 etc.
In Year 1 we have learnt our number bonds to 10,
number bonds to 20 and some of us have touched upon
number bonds to 100.

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understandingpulse-cdk38c

For this lesson all you will need is:
• To follow the video
• Your body
• Your voice
• Your brain
• A teddy or toy
Enjoy!

Today it is about finding the bonds to add. Using the
skills, they have already to help support their addition.
There is also the option of the PowerPoint instead of
the video if you would prefer (you don’t need both).

Thursday

Phonics – Flash card revision to start. This
week we will be focusing on recognising the
split digraphs in words.

TTRockstars or Numbots for 10mins.
WALT find and make number bonds.

RE/PSHE – WALT understand ways of resolving
disagreements.
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Writing Task: Todays activity is to read the
story ‘Picnic Time!’ and complete the ‘exploring
words together’ activity.
*Discuss the words on the sheet (scrumptious,
succulent).
**Look at a swarm of bees and a troop of
monkeys.
***Find the missing words.
A _________ of sheep.
A _________ of cows.
A _________ of fish.
EXT – Do you know others?
Separate booklet. – Does not need to be
printed. Discussion based is perfect.

Friday
Joe Wicks
9am.

Spelling: Each Friday we will have a spelling
test. This week’s spelling test will be on 5-10
words from the Year 1 common exception
words list found in the resource pack.
Parents to choose the words to test the
children on and then mark together.
Good luck!
Maths: Arithmetic test, encourage the children
to look at the symbols (+ or -) and draw dots,
use their fingers to help them or solve it in their
heads.

This continues from yesterday’s number bond work.
As a starter perhaps we could recite our number bonds
to 10.
Today’s teaching video: https://vimeo.com/490882337
Todays worksheet is about using what we know. We
know 8 + 2 = 10.
So, we try to apply this to a number bond to 20.
If 8 + 2 = 10
18 + 2 = 20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6udqW6VhWg
Activities in the resource pack
There is also the option of the PowerPoint instead of
the video if you would prefer (you don’t need both).
WALT describe animals that live in China.
What animals do we know that live in UK?
Show a map- identify China and discuss link to topic.
These animals live in the China. There are many more.
- Giant Panda.
- Golden Monkey.
- Chinese Alligator.
- White-Flag Dolphin.
- Red-Crowned Crane.
PowerPoint with information on each animal.
Choose 1 animal from China and 1 animal we explored
from UK.
What is similar? What is different?
Activity:
*Name the different animals from China.

Go through the PowerPoint ‘The Wind and the
Moon’.
Think about falling out with a friend.
• What happens when you fall out with a
friend?
• How does it make you feel?
• How do you make up again?
Discuss the story.
• What happened in the story?
• How was the disagreement resolved?
Complete the wheel of choice – found in the
resource pack.
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** Choose 2 animals- 1 from China- 1 from UK write
differences.
*** Choose 2 animals- 1 from China- 1 from UK write
similarities.
EXT: Write questions about these animals? What do
you want to find out?

Additional information:
We will continue to have our Zoom each day at 9.30am to go through the day’s activities. This is a great opportunity for the children to ask questions and
communicate with each other.
The details are as follows:
Meeting ID: 961 9125 0300
Password: Year1

Stay safe and well,
Miss Reynolds ☺
year1@westwoodacademy.org

